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Introduction
The videos in this stakeholder kit have been provided to you to help combat vaccine hesitancy and
promote living safely with COVID-19 to seniors from migrant and refugee communities.
They are a tool to engage with seniors and their families about the benefits of vaccination,
including booster shots, and the importance of continuing to practice safe behaviours and takings
precautions.
Throughout the pandemic, many seniors from migrant and refugee communities have become
isolated to protect themselves against COVID-19. While vaccine uptake among older people has
been high, many are still struggling with misinformation and hesitancy.

Each video acts as an inspiring and informative account of why they chose to get vaccinated, their
response to community hesitations, the activities they are able to enjoy now that they are fully
vaccinated, and advice on living safely with COVID-19.
We ask that you share the videos in this kit with your community to reach those who are
considered in a higher-risk category, particularly older people.
The first videos in this 15-language series have been produced in Arabic, Italian, Punjabi, Hindi, Greek
and Turkish.
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We spoke to inspiring seniors from our diverse communities and asked them to share their
vaccination journey. Within this pack you will find six videos of their vaccination stories.

Stories

Video — Arabic
Randa Abboud

Links:
video with English captions
video with Arabic captions
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Randa runs an Arabic women’s seniors group in
Dandenong North. She talks about how many older
people were afraid to get the vaccine at the start of
the pandemic. After her mother’s death from COVID-19,
however, she made sure she sought out the right
information and shared it with her family and friends.
By working through it together and getting vaccinated,
Randa and her community are protecting each other
and reconnecting safely.

Video — Greek
Sotiris Hatzimanolis

Links:
video with English captions
video with Greek captions
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Sotiris is the editor-in-chief of Neos Kosmos. After
seeing the how COVID-19 has spread, particularly
among Greek community members in aged care, he
knew vaccination was the only way to protect the
community. Sotiris shares how he got vaccinated
to be able to protect himself, safely see his children
and grandchildren, get back into the community and
eventually travel to Greece.

Video — Hindi
Reeta Verma

Links:
video with English captions
video with Hindi captions
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Reeta is a law lecturer and family dispute practitioner
who has worked with Indian seniors groups for
more than 20 years. Getting vaccinated has given
her the freedom to reconnect with her students,
friends and community. As a vocal advocate for her
community, Reeta will continue to use her voice to
ensure everyone is vaccinated and continues taking
precautions, so we can all enjoy the things we love.

Video — Italian
Sauro Antonelli

Links:
video with English captions
video with Italian captions
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Sauro has been on the Board of the Assisi Centre
for almost 30 years and has been involved with
Assisi Aged Care since its inception in 1990. He was
made Cavaliere Ufficiale by the Italian Government
in recognition of his work on behalf of the Italian
community. He understands the importance of
protecting his community, and is making sure those
most vulnerable feel safe and informed.

Video — Punjabi
Reeta Verma
Reeta is a law lecturer and family dispute practitioner
who has worked with Indian seniors groups for more
than 20 years. Getting vaccinated has given her the
freedom to reconnect with her students, friends and
community.

Links:
video with English captions
video with Punjabi captions
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As a vocal advocate for her community, Reeta will
continue to use her voice to ensure everyone is
vaccinated and continues taking precautions, so we
can all enjoy the things we love.

Video — Turkish
Nihat Arslan

Links:
video with English captions
video with Turkish captions
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Through his involvement with the Alevi Community
Council of Australia, Nihat was aware of concerns
about the vaccine. Having experienced firsthand
what it’s like to watch vaccine-hesitant older family
members get COVID-19, however, Nihat wants to make
sure that no one has to go through that again. He
knows that by getting vaccinated, the community can
safely reconnect and return to celebrating together.

By sharing the videos in this stakeholder kit, you are helping us
make a safe return into our communities.
Please share these videos with your networks online, via email, social
media or WhatsApp. Every story shared helps our seniors get the
facts to combat misinformation and keep them safe and protected.

This video series was produced by ECCV with the support of the
Department of Families, Fairness and Housing.
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